
Part 2B 
MAIN IDEA



Mrs. Smart: 
Welcome to our lesson.  When you read there are vocabulary that are important to 
help us comprehend, or understand, what we read. We will study those words to help 
us become better readers. 

Today’s word is MAIN IDEA. Let’s get started on today’s word!!…

1



Mrs. Smart:  
Get ready, Vocabulators!   It’s time for our Vocabulary Search! Watch me type our 
vocabulary word into my internet search bar.  Then we will add our vocabulary word 
to our vocabulary log and search to learn the definition of our word, MAIN IDEA.  
Ready?  Let’s go!

2



Mrs. Smart:
It’s time to search for our new word… MAIN IDEA. 

Look at the word as I spell it! 

3



m

4



a

5



i

6



n

7



…. Space
Our vocabulary word has two words today. So we will leave a space between words. 

8



i

9



d

10



e

11



Mrs. Smart:
… a.

MAIN IDEA.

You say it…main idea. Did you say it? Say it again… I want to hear you this time! Main 
idea.

12



Mrs. Smart:
Let’s add our new word, MAIN IDEA, to the Vocabulary Log. Find your blue vocabulary 
log and a pencil. Pause this video if you need to go get them. 

13



Mrs. Smart:
Write MAIN IDEA in the next available space as I spell it – m-a-i-n-[space]-i-d-e-a.  
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Mrs. Smart:
…. Main idea.
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Mrs. Smart:
Now, let us learn the definition of MAIN IDEA.

16



Mrs. Smart:
This is what the definition of main idea looks like in the dictionary. 

The definition of main idea is (pause) “what the paragraph is all about”

Let’s look at the definition and find the important words. 

17



Mrs. Smart:
Remember, the main idea what the paragraph is all about. “paragraph”  is a really 
important part of this definition, so I’ll underline paragraph.

**add underline in Camtasia  **

18



Mrs. Smart:
Remember, the main idea what the paragraph is all about. “All about”  is a really 
important part of this definition, so I’ll underline both of these words together.

19



**add underline in Camtasia **

20



Mrs. Smart:
Go ahead and write “paragraph” in your log, under the column for important words.

21



Mrs. Smart:
Next write “all about” in your log, under the column for important words.

Get ready, Vocabulators.  It’s YOUR TURN to highlight the important words in the 
definition of MAIN IDEA.

22



Instructional Trial T.1

23



Mrs. Smart:
Now l will search the internet for some illustrations of our word  (pause) MAIN IDEA. 

24



Mrs. Smart:
Look at these illustrations of our word MAIN IDEA! There is a teacher showing the 
main idea, and light bulbs also show the main idea.  The main idea is what the 
paragraph is all about.  All the facts and details in a paragraph help us find the main 
idea.  I really like the light bulb with all the arrows pointing to it.  They represent the 
details that support the main idea! 

Shutterstock: 142065934 (book)
103643120 (Lightbulb w arrows)
96244712   (book w lightbulb)
172653482 (boy with pointer)

25



Mrs. Smart:
This is my favorite illustration for main idea! There is a shining light bulb right above 
the paragraph in the book.  We just learned that main idea means what the 
paragraph is all about, and this light bulb can remind us of that when we figure out 
what the paragraph is all about, we find the main idea! Today you are going to learn 
what it means when your teacher says to find the main idea and later Mrs. Smart and 
her team will teach you how to find the main idea.

Let go meet up with our friend Evy and have her help us learn about main idea!

Shutterstock: 96244712
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Mrs. Smart:
Hi Evy, lets take a look at this passage.

Evy: 
Oh me, oh my! That dog is so cute, Mrs. Smart! Wow that must be a small dog. It 
looks playful too!

Mrs. Smart: 
Evy, remember we are here to learn about what it means when a teacher asks about 
the main idea – we aren’t here to talk about dogs!

Evy: 
I know Mrs. Smart, I know I am here to help our Vocabulators figure out what this 
paragraph is all about!

27



Evy: 
So Mrs. Smart, we just learned that main idea is what the paragraph is all about.

The title of this passage is “All About Dogs”, and we are going to find the main idea of 
this paragraph. I’m going to read the paragraph and then we will look at each 
sentence to find one that tells us what the paragraph is about. This paragraph says, 
“Some dogs are small, some are large. Some dogs are playful and some are strong. 
There are many kinds of dogs.”

I’m going to read each sentence and decide if it tells what the paragraph is all about, 
or if it is a fact or detail ABOUT the main idea.

28



Evy: 
So this passage is called “All About Dogs” and the first sentence of the paragraph 
says, “Some dogs are small, some are large” That sentence is telling us facts and 
details, but it isn’t what the paragraph is all about!

** Highlight first sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Evy: 
The second sentence says, “Some dogs are playful and some are strong”.  That gives 
us more details about dogs, but it isn’t what the paragraph Is all about, so that is NOT 
the main idea!

** Highlight second sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Evy: 
The last sentence says, “There are many kinds of dogs”  Now that is what this 
paragraph is all about!  There are many kinds of dogs!!

** Highlight third sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Mrs. Smart: 
Awesome work finding the sentence that tells the main idea Evy.  Now the 
Vocabulators can have a turn showing us they know what main idea means!  Get 
ready, Vocabulators, it’s YOUR TURN!

32



Instructional Trial T.1

33



Mrs. Smart: 
Now Let’s do some more work with our vocabulary word, MAIN IDEA.  Get ready, it’s 
MY TURN.
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Mrs. Smart:
Look at this picture for MAIN IDEA.
This was my favorite illustration and really helps me understand what a main idea is. 
The main idea is what the paragraph is all about. We are going to practice a few 
paragraphs to find the main idea! 

Come on in and help us, Evy!

Shutterstock 96244712
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Mrs. Smart: 
Okay Evy, I need your assistance helping the Vocabulators understand what main idea 
mean. I’m quite sure their teachers will be asking them about this very soon!

We are going to read some paragraphs and show the Vocabulators the main idea, or 
what each paragraph is all about. Are you ready?

36



Evy:
Hocus pocus time to focus, lets see what we have here. Wow, Mrs. Smart, you have 
picked a great paragraph for me and the Vocabulators to learn what a main idea 
means.

let’s read this paragraph.  The title is Backpacks – Do you carry a backpack to school?  
I have a really cool pink backpack that I LOVE!

OKAY!!  This paragraph says, “Doctors are concerned about students carrying heavy 
backpacks. Some doctors warn that kids often carry much more than they should. 
They say backpacks should be worn over both shoulders to prevent backaches.”

Let’s look at this one sentence at a time!

37



Evy: 
The first sentence says, “Doctors are concerned about students carrying heavy 
backpacks.”  Hmmm. That first sentence sounds like it could be what this paragraph is 
all about! This could be the main idea!  Let’s check the rest of the sentences to be 
sure!

** Highlight first sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Evy: 
The second sentence says, “Some doctors warn that kids often carry much more than 
they should.”  That sounds like me like a detail about why doctors worry – because 
kids carry  more than they should, but this is not what the paragraph is all about.  
Let’s look at the last sentence!  

** Highlight second sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Evy: 
The last sentence says, “They say backpacks should be worn over both shoulders to 
prevent backaches.”  That is another detail that supports the main idea that “Doctors 
worry about students carrying heavy backpacks! 

** Highlight third sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **
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Evy: 
This paragraph is all about how doctors worry about students carrying heavy 
backpacks – that is the main idea!!  That’s the main idea, because that’s what the 
whole paragraph is all about.

Mrs. Smart: 
You are exactly right Evy.  We will learn more later about how to find the main idea, 
or what the paragraph is all about, but right now we are learning that this vocabulary 
word, Main idea,  means what the paragraph is all about!  Get ready Vocabulators, it’s 
YOUR TURN to answer questions about our vocabulary word.

** Highlight or circle first sentence, add arrow in Camtasia **

41



42



43



44



45



Evy: 
All right!  Everybody, it’s time for the hokey pokey! Here we go!
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Evy: 
[sung to Hokey Pokey tune]
The author puts the facts in…
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Evy: 
and we figure it out!

48



Evy: 
The author puts the facts in
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Evy: 
and we figure it out!
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Evy:
We put it all together and 
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Evy:
… and we turn ourselves around….

52



53



54



Evy:
It’s what the paragraph’s all about, MAIN IDEA!
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Mrs. Smart: 
It’s time for Silly Sentences! You will read three sentences. One sentence uses the 
word correctly.  The other two sentences are just plain silly!  Get ready, it’s YOUR 
TURN for Silly Sentences.

56



57



58



59



60



Mrs. Smart: 
Okay, back to work now!
Do you know that every time you learn a new vocabulary word, you learn how to 
better answer your teacher’s questions because you will understand more of the 
words. Let’s practice how we can think about questions your teacher may ask about 
MAIN IDEA. Now that you have learned the meaning of the word statement, you will 
understand what your teacher means when she asks you about a main idea. 
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Mrs. Smart:
If your teacher saaaaaaaaays…”what is the MAIN IDEA?” 

Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart:
You can replace the word main idea with “paragraph all about”. 

Get ready, Vocabulators.  It’s YOUR TURN.

Instructional Trial T.1
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Instructional Trial T.1
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Mrs. Smart:
Now that you can answer your teacher’s questions…Let’s read and try it out. 
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Mrs. Smart:
I will read and answer the question…Which sentence tells me the main idea of this 
passage? I will read to see what the paragraph is all about.  Follow along with me.

“Let’s learn about bats! Bats can eat more than 1000 mosquitos in one hour. 
Bats can fly as fast as 60 miles per hour. Bats live all over the world. There are 
many interesting facts to learn about bats.”

Shutterstock 306178565
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Mrs. Smart:
Hmmmm,  The first few sentences tell me all kinds of interesting facts about bats and 
the last sentence tells me “there are many interesting facts to learn about bats! 
That’s the main idea!  This paragraph is mostly about the many interesting facts there 
are to learn about bats. 

Lets try another one.

** Highlight third sentence, in Camtasia **
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Mrs. Smart:
I will read the passage and answer the question, what is the main idea of this 
passage?

The passage is titled “A Cold Place to Live.” I wonder what the main idea, or what the 
paragraph is all about, will be? Let me read on….

”The Arctic is a very cold habitat. Polar bears and seals live in the Arctic, but 
very few people live there. The temperature in the winter is often 30 degrees 
below zero. Much of the land has ice on it all year.” 

68



Mrs. Smart:
The sentence that tells me what the paragraph is all about is the one that says, “The 
Arctic is a very cold habitat”  And all the other sentences prove that! Can you believe 
that in the winter the temperature is often 30 degrees below zero?  And the land has 
ice on it all year!  Oh my, I need my mittens just to read about the Arctic!

Get ready, Vocabulators!  It’s YOUR TURN to practice reading, and finding the main 
idea.

** Highlight first sentence, in Camtasia **
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70



Shutterstock 276178181
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Mrs. Smart:
Now it’s that time to PUT,…. IT,…. TOGETHHHHHHER!!!! 
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Mrs. Smart:
To be expert vocabulators, we need to know lots of words but we also need to know 
how our new words can go together with other words. To figure out how words go 
together, we have to think about what they mean and what kind of words they are to 
help us keep them organized in our brains so we can be….

73



Mrs. Smart:
….super star vocabulators!  
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Instructional Trial T.1
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Coach:
Hi Vocabulators. Coach here.  Now it’s time to see how well you did.  

78



Coach:
Open your vocabulator workbook to your progress chart.  Write down your score,

Aaaaand, go!
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Mrs. Smart: 
Congratulations!  You are on your way!  You are learning new words every day!  Keep 
up the good work and come back soon! 
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Image:  Shutterstock 375784555
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Instructional Trial T.1
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Coach:
Hi Vocabulators. Coach here.  Now it’s time to see how well you did.  
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Coach:
Open your Vocabulator workbook to your progress chart.  Write down your score,

Aaaaand, go!
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